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Abstract
Derivation of salivary gland epithelial progenitors (SGEPs) from human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) has great potential 
in developmental biology and regenerative medicine. At present, no efficient method is available to generate salivary gland 
cells from hPSCs. Here, we described for the first time a robust protocol for direct differentiation of hPSCs into SGEPs by 
mimicking retinoic acid and Wnt signaling. These hPSC-derived SGEPs expressed SOX9, KRT5, and KRT19, important 
progenitor markers of developing salivary glands. CD24 and α-SMA positive cells, capable of restoring the functions of 
injured salivary glands, were also present in SGEP cultures. Importantly, RNA-sequencing revealed that the SGEPs resembled 
the transcript profiles of human fetal submandibular glands. Therefore, we provided an efficient protocol to induce hPSCs 
differentiation into SGEPs. Our study provides a foundation for generating functional hPSCs derived salivary gland acinar 
cells and three-dimensional organoids, potentially serving as new models for basic study and future translational research.
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Introduction

Generation of tissue-specific cells from human pluripo-
tent stem cells (hPSCs), including human embryonic stem 
cells (hESCs) and human induced pluripotent stem cells 
(hiPSCs), overcomes the ethical limitations in the study 
of human organ development and are considered valuable 
resources for regenerative medicine [1–6]. Three major sali-
vary glands (SGs), such as submandibular glands (SMGs), 
and several minor SGs, produce and secrete saliva into the 
mouth [7]. Saliva is essential for digestion and maintenance 
of oral health. Most known signaling pathways involving 
SG organogenesis are obtained from mouse models [8], 
and limited knowledge is available about the regulatory 

mechanism underlying human SG development. Addition-
ally, SG hypofunction caused by therapeutic radiation for 
head and neck cancer is extremely common and significantly 
impairs patients’ quality of life and general health status [7, 
9]. Large-scale production of human SG cells with regen-
erative potential may allow restoration of the injured SG 
structure and function. However, to our knowledge, no effi-
cient protocol has been developed for direct differentiation 
of hPSCs into SG cells.

SGs are derived from oral ectoderm (OE), and their 
development begins at embryonic day 11 (E11) in mice and 
6-8 weeks in humans [10]. Studies of mouse models have 
revealed that SG development requires interaction between 
epithelium and underlying mesenchyme, which involves 
multiple signaling pathways and transcription factors [11, 
12]. SOX9 is the earliest known transcription factor of the 
SG epithelium. SOX9 positive cells are located in the dis-
tal initial-buds in the early stages, and remain throughout 
SG development. Disruption of the SOX9 gene results in 
the loss of the distal epithelial progenitors and a failure in 
forming normal SMGs [13]. A previous study revealed that 
overexpression of SOX9 promotes the differentiation of 
salivary rudiments from mouse embryonic stem cells [14]. 
Furthermore, retinoic acid (RA) signaling plays an impor-
tant role in regulating initial mouse SMG development [15]. 
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Conditional mutation of RA signaling in OE failed to initiate 
SMG organogenesis, including thickening and invagination 
to form the initial-buds. Of note is that the expression of 
SOX9 is dependent on RA signaling during SMG organo-
genesis [16]. Additionally, Wnt/β-catenin-dependent sign-
aling is active in the mouse SMG mesenchyme around the 
initial-buds (E12-15) and decreases during development. 

Wnt signaling controls the timing of SMG development by 
maintaining the initial-bud progenitors in an undifferentiated 
bipotent state [17]. Therefore, we assume that Wnt signal-
ing is essential after SG initiation. However, it is not clear 
whether these signaling pathways participate in the differ-
entiation of human SG epithelial progenitors.

Fig. 1  Derivation of oral ectoderm from hPSCs. (A) EBs were 
formed in suspension culture condition for 3  days and then trans-
ferred to tissue-cultured plates for adherent cultures. BMP4 was 
added to induce OE differentiation from day 5 to day 10 at a final 
concentration of 10 pM. EBs, embryoid bodies; OE: oral ectoderm. 
(B) After EBs were transferred to tissue-cultured plates, adherent 
cells were harvested on different time point and qPCR was performed 
to examine the expression of neural ectoderm (SOX1) and non-neu-
ral ectoderm (SIX1). Data are presented as means ± S.D., and were 
normalized to GAPDH in three independent experiments. The results 
are reported as the fold change compared to H1 ES (*) and to each 
other (#). N.S.: not significant. *: p < 0.05, ** and ##: p < 0.01, ***: 
p < 0.001 by unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t test. (C) qPCR revealed 

PITX1 expression (OE marker) when BMP4 (3, 6, 8 or 10 pM) was 
added to the cultures from day 5 to day 10. Data are presented as 
means ± S.D. and were normalized to GAPDH in three independent 
experiments. The results are reported as the fold change compared to 
controls (cells cultured without BMP4). *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, by 
unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t test. (D) qPCR revealed the expres-
sion of PITX1 after adherent cells were treated with BMP4 for sev-
eral days. Data are presented as means ± S.D., and were normalized 
to GAPDH in three independent experiments. The results are reported 
as the fold change compared to H1 ES (*) and to each other (#). ** 
and ##: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001 by unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t 
test. (E) Immunofluorescence staining revealed PITX1 was expressed 
at day 10 of the differentiation. Scale bars: 100 μm
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In this study, we developed an efficient method for 
generation of human salivary gland epithelial progenitors 
(SGEPs) from hPSCs, including hESCs and hiPSCs. Briefly, 
we first induced OE differentiation using an improved proto-
col. RA was then used to promote the SG initial differentia-
tion, followed by 4-day CHIR99021 treatment to activate 
Wnt signaling for facilitating the specification of SGEPs. 
The hPSCs-derived SGEPs expressed progenitor markers, 
such as SOX9, KRT5, and KRT19, characteristic of mouse 
embryonic SMGs. We also found CD24 and α-SMA positive 
cells in SGEPs, which are known to have regeneration poten-
tial after injury. Importantly, the RNA-sequencing analysis 
demonstrated that the SGEPs had similar transcriptome pro-
file to human fetal SMGs.

Materials and Methods

Human Pluripotent Stem Cell Maintenance 
and SGEP Differentiation

The hESC lines H1 and H9 were kindly provided by WiCell 
Research Institute (Madison, Wisconsin). The hiPSC line 
hNF-C1 was provided by Guangzhou Institutes of Bio-
medicine and Health (Guangzhou, China). Undifferentiated 
hPSCs were maintained in serum-free mTeSR1 medium 
(STEMCELL) and on Matrigel™ (1:160 dilution) coated 
plates. Passaging was performed every 4 days using 0.5 mM 
EDTA as a cell dissociation reagent. SGEP differentiation 
started with EB formation. hPSCs colonies were isolated 
using 1 mg/ml Dispase II and the cell aggregates were 
plated in low-cell adhesion plates (day 0). The differentia-
tion medium was DMEM/F12 medium with 10% knockout 
serum replacement, 1.5% FBS, 1 mM GlutaMAX, 2 mM 
NEAA, 1 mM Penicillin-streptomycin and 0.14 mM 2-Mer-
captoethanol. EBs were harvested on day 3 and transferred 
to tissue-treated cell culture plates at a ratio of 1:3 to allow 
cell adherence for 2 additional days without disturbing. To 
induce OE differentiation, cells were cultured in differentia-
tion medium plus 10 pM BMP4 from day 5 to day 10. RA 
was applied to the cultures on day 10 for 2 days at a final 
concentration of 1 μM, followed by a 4-day treatment of 
6 μM CHIR99021 to induce SGEP specification. The fresh 
medium was changed every 2 days.

Mouse and Human SMG Isolation

The mouse embryonic SMGs were isolated using a previ-
ously published protocol [18]. Ameloblastoma patients par-
ticipated in this study after providing written informed con-
sent in accordance with ethical guidelines. Healthy SMGs 
were collected during the intraoral microvascular anastomo-
sis. Harvested samples were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 

(PFA) and equilibrated in 30% sucrose to allow them to sink 
to the tubes’ bottom. Samples were then embedded in optical 
coherence tomography, and cryo-sectioned at a thickness of 
10 μm for immunofluorescence staining.

Immunofluorescence Staining

To perform immunofluorescence staining, cells were fixed in 
4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 30 minutes at room temper-
ature or overnight at 4 °C. The cells or sections were treated 
with 0.1% Triton X-100 at room temperature for 10 minutes, 
and blocked in 3% BSA for 2 hours at room temperature. 
Primary antibodies were diluted in the blocking solution and 
added to the samples overnight at 4 °C. After washing three 
times with PBS, cells were incubated with secondary anti-
bodies (diluted in PBS) for 1 hour at room temperature, fol-
lowed by staining with DAPI (1 μg/ml) and observed using 
a NIKON A1R-si confocal microscope.

RNA Extraction and qPCR

Total RNA was isolated using the TRIZOL reagent. Reverse 
transcription was performed using the RevertAid First 
Strand complementary DNA Synthesis Kit, according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. The mRNA expression levels 
were measured by quantitative real-time polymerase chain 
reaction (qPCR) using SybrGreen master mix (Roche) as 
follows: predenaturation at 95 °C for 10 min, followed by 
40 cycles of 95 °C for 5 s and 60 °C for 30 s.

Flow Cytometry

For flow cytometry, cells were incubated with 0.25% 
Trypsin-EDTA and sprayed to single cells. After fixation in 
1% PFA for 15 minutes and permeabilized with 0.1% Tri-
ton X-100 or 0.2% Tween-20 for 10 minutes, the cells were 
incubated with primary antibody for 45 minutes at 4 °C, 
followed by the second antibody for 15 minutes. Cells were 
then resuspended in PBS and passed through a 40 μm cell 
strainer. Stained cells were analyzed using the BD Fortessa 
SORP (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), and data were 
measured using the FlowJo software (Ashland, Oregon).

RNA Sequencing and Analysis

For RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), total RNA was extracted 
from H1 ES-derived SGEPs on day 16 using Rneasy mini 
kit (Qiagen), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
RNA concentration and quality were measured using Nan-
oDrop 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wilmington, DE) 
and the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 system (Agilent Tech-
nologies, CA, USA). Sequencing libraries were prepared 
using NEBNext Ultra™ RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina 
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(NEB, USA), following the manufacturer’s recommenda-
tions, and index codes were added to attribute sequences 
to each sample. Sequencing was performed on Illumina 
Novaseq 6000 platform and paired-end reads were gener-
ated. Quality-controlled clean data was generated and then 
mapped to the reference genome (GRCh38_release95) using 
Hisat2. Quantification of gene expression levels was meas-
ured by fragments per kilobase of transcript per million 
fragments mapped (FPKM). DESeq2 was used to perform 
differential expression analysis and genes with an adjusted 
p value <0.01 were considered as differentially expressed. 
RNA sequencing data from human fetal and adult SMGs 
were downloaded from GEO dataset (GSE143702).

Statistical Analysis

All quantitative values are shown as means ± standard 
deviation (SD) of three independent experiments. We used 
two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t test to determine statistical 
significance. Multiple group comparisons were performed 
using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed 
by Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Differences were 
considered significant at a p value of <.05, .01, and .001, 
respectively.

Results

Sequential Differentiation of hPSCs to Salivary 
Gland Epithelial Progenitors by RA and CHIR99021

Before differentiation, the pluripotency of hESCs was 
assessed, and the maintained OCT4 and NANOG expres-
sions were found (Fig. S1A-B). To induce hESCs differen-
tiation into oral ectoderm (OE), we developed an improved 
protocol based on our previous study (Fig. 1A) [19]. Briefly, 
the hES cell line, H1, were differentiated into embryoid 

bodies (EBs) in suspension condition for 3 days, and fol-
lowed by 2-day adherent culture (Figs. 1B and S1C). As the 
expression of neural ectoderm decreased, non-neural ecto-
derm began to increase (Figs. 1B and S1D). BMP4 was then 
used to stimulate OE differentiation. The final concentration 
of BMP4 was selected and 10 pM was sufficient to promote 
the expression of PITX1. (Fig. 1C). Treatment of BMP4 for 
5 days significantly increased the expression level of PITX1 
(Fig. 1D). In addition, immunofluorescence staining and 
flow cytometry confirmed strong PITX1 expression on day 
10 (Figs. 1E and S1E), indicating efficient OE generation.

RA signaling activity, present in developing mouse SMGs 
before and during initiation, is required to regulate the earli-
est stage of SMG initiation [16]. Wnt signaling maintains 
the end bud progenitors of mouse fetal SMGs in an undif-
ferentiation state [17]. Next, we tested whether sequential 
activation of RA and Wnt signaling promoted the specifica-
tion of OE toward SGEPs. OE was treated with RA for 2 
additional days (Fig. 2A-B). The 2-day treatment was suf-
ficient to increase the initial marker SOX9 and activate RA 
signaling, as indicated by RDH10 expression (Figs. 2C and 
3D), consistent with the finding in mouse embryonic SMGs 
[16]. Prolonged the duration of RA treatment result in more 
cell debris and generation of cells with irregular morphology 
(Fig. S2A). The levels of KRT5 and KRT19, SMG duct pro-
genitor markers, also increased after RA induction (Fig. 2C), 
suggesting that RA signaling may also regulate duct devel-
opment in the initial stages of fetal SMGs. Immunofluores-
cence analysis also confirmed the expression of these mark-
ers on day 12 of differentiation (Fig. 2D-E). To mimic the 
development processes of embryonic SMGs, we next used 
CHIR99021 to activate Wnt signaling (Fig. 3A). We deter-
mined that the suitable final concentration of CHIR99021 
was 6 μM, indicated by the higher level of AXIN2 and SMG 
markers (Fig. 3B). Lower expression of AXIN2 and no sig-
nificant change or reduced expression of salivary progenitor 
markers when the concentration was 9 μM suggested that a 
high concentration of CHIR99021 inhibits WNT signaling, 
which may be due to the cytotoxicity (Fig. 3B). The 4-day 
treatment increased the expression level of AXIN2, demon-
strating this condition can mimic the activity of the Wnt/β-
catenin pathway, as well as the level of mouse SMG progeni-
tor markers, including SOX9, KRT5, and KRT19 (Fig. 3B) 
[20, 21]. As differentiation proceeds, the cell cultures 
became condensed and generated cobblestone-like SGEPs, 
similar to our previously isolated human SMG progenitors 
(Figs. 3C and S2B). During SGEP differentiation, the tran-
script levels of pluripotent markers, OCT4, decreased con-
comitantly with increased expression of SOX9, KRT5, and 
KRT19 after sequential induction by RA and CHIR99021 
(Fig. 3D). Notably, α-SMA also increased from day 10 to 
day 16 (Fig. 3D), consistent with the expression of α-SMA 
begins in mouse embryonic SMG and its increase during 

Fig. 2  Induced of the SG progenitor initial differentiation by RA. (A) 
hESCs derived OE cultures were treated with RA in a final concentra-
tion of 1 μM for 2 days. EBs, embryoid bodies; OE: oral ectoderm. 
SG: salivary gland. (B) qPCR revealed the expression of specific 
markers after OE cultures were treated with RA for several days. Data 
are presented as means ± S.D. and were normalized to GAPDH in 
three independent experiments. The results are reported as the fold 
change compared to H1 ES. *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, 
by unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t test. (C) RA was added to the OE 
cultures, and the mRNA expression of SOX9, RDH10, KRT19 and 
KRT5 was examined using qPCR on day 12 of differentiation. Data 
are presented as means ± S.D. and were normalized to GAPDH in 
three independent experiments. The results are reported as the fold 
change compared to controls (cells cultured without RA). *: p < 0.05, 
**: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, by unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t test. 
(D-E) Immunofluorescence staining showed the expression of SOX9 
(D), KER5 (E), and KRT19 (E) at day 12 of differentiation. Scale 
bars: 100 μm

◂
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development [22]. Taken together, this protocol efficiently 
promoted the differentiation of SGEPs from hPSCs.

hPSC‑Derived SGEPs Expressed Markers that Are 
Characteristic of Developing Mouse Salivary Glands

We have shown that the hPSC-derived SGEPs expressed 
specific markers in mRNA level. Next, the protein expres-
sion levels of these markers were examined. Transcript fac-
tor SOX9 is present in the initial buds of mouse embryonic 
SMGs and was also expressed in the SGEPs (Fig. 4A and E) 
[13]. A major population (46%) of SOX9 positive epithelial 
cells was present on day 16 of differentiation (Fig. S3C). 
KRT5 and KRT19 are salivary specific duct progenitors in 
developing SMGs, and play essential roles in duct differ-
entiation and homeostasis maintenance (Fig. 4E) [23, 24]. 
Immunofluorescence and flow cytometric analysis showed 
coexpression of these two markers in SGEPs on day 16 
(Figs. 4B and S3C). Furthermore, these markers are also 
expressed in adult mouse and human SMGs, suggesting the 
efficient specification of SGEPs (Fig. S3A-B).

CD24 positive stem cells were found in adult mouse SMGs 
and showed the ability to repair the injured SMGs (Fig. S3A-
B), which were also present in the hPSCs derived SGEPs 
(Fig. 4C) [25]. Moreover, α-SMA-positive cells were also found 
in SGEPs (Fig. 4D). The α-SMA positive myoepithelial cells 
are located around the acini of mature SMGs (Fig. 32A-B), 
contributing to acinar regeneration after severe and reversible 
glandular injury [26]. Previous studies have demonstrated that 
several populations of SG progenitor cells in embryonic stage 
not only give rise to tissues but also maintain and repair injured 
organ structures of adult SMGs [7]. Immunofluorescence 
analysis indicated that the mouse embryonic SMG epithelium 
expressed CD24 and α-SMA (Figs. 4E and S3C), indicating 
that these may serve as progenitor markers during development. 
These findings suggested that the hPSC-derived SGEPs mim-
icked mouse SG progenitors in the embryonic stage.

Derivation of SGEPs from hESCs Cell Line H9 
and hiPSCs Cell Line hNF‑C1

To determine whether SGEPs can be reproducibly generated 
from other hPSC cell lines, we used an hESC cell line H9 
and a hiPSC cell line hNF-C1 to induce SGEP differentia-
tion following the same protocol (Fig. 5A). Similarly, the 
H9 ES and hiPSCs derived SGEPs expressed increased tran-
script levels of SOX9, KRT5, KRT19, and α-SMA, while the 
pluripotent marker OCT4 decreased during differentiation 
(Figs. 5B and S4B).

Next, we examined the protein levels during SGEP speci-
fication, and immunofluorescence analysis revealed H9 and 
hiPSCs derived OE expressed a high level of PITX1 on 
day 10 (Fig. S4C). The expression of specific markers on 
day 12 had a pattern similar to that of H1 ES differentia-
tion (Fig. S3D-G). As differentiation proceeded, both cell 
lines gave rise to SGEPs characterized by SOX9, KRT5, 
KRT19 expression on day 16 (Fig. 5C-D, F-G). Consistently, 
similar expression patterns were also observed for α-SMA 
and CD24, as in H1 ES-derived SGEP (Figs. 5E and H and 
S4H-I). Therefore, these data demonstrated the robustness 
and reproducibility of our protocol to induce various hPSC 
cell lines into SGEPs.

RNA‑Seq Revealed the SGEPs Gene Expression 
Signature Is Similar to Human Fetal SMGs

To examine whether hPSCs derived SGEPs were similar to 
human SMGs, RNA-seq was performed to compare the SGEPs 
(day 16) gene expression profiles with the published dataset 
for human fetal and adult SMGs [27]. We first examined the 
expression level of genes specific to skin, neural ectoderm, 
endoderm and other epithelial/glandular tissues. And these 
data demonstrated that the hPSCs derived SGEPs showed 
a high correlation with transcriptomes of salivary glands 
(Fig. 6A). Differentially expressed genes and principal compo-
nent (PCA) analysis revealed that the hSGEP gene expression 
profiles were relatively similar to those for human fetal SMGs 
(Figs. 6B and S5). Four clusters were within those genes, and 
we conducted Gene Ontology (GO) analysis to investigate the 
similarity between hSGEPs and fetal SMGs (Fig. 6C). The 
significant GO terms of genes highly expressed in both SGEPs 
and human fetal SMGs were related to salivary gland develop-
ment, including biological processes including morphogenesis 
of an epithelium sheet, positive regulation of cell differentia-
tion, and positive regulation of cell morphogenesis involved 
in differentiation (Fig. 6C, yellow panel). Notably, we also 
observed enrichment in Wnt signaling pathway in this cluster 
(Fig. 6C, yellow panel), suggesting the importance of Wnt 
activity during both SMG development and SGEP specifica-
tion. Additionally, several genes were enriched in both SGEP 
and mature SMGs, which were related to sodium ion transport, 

Fig. 3  Sequential differentiation of hESCs into SGEPs using RA and 
CHIR99021. (A). Protocol for derivation of hESC derived SGEPs 
by RA and CHIR99021. OE: oral ectoderm; SG: salivary gland. (B). 
CHIR99021 (3, 6 or 9 μM) was added to cultures, and the expressions 
of AXIN2 and progenitor markers were examined on day 16. Data are 
presented as means ± S.D., and were normalized to GAPDH in three 
independent experiments. The results are reported as the fold change 
compared to CTRL (control, cells cultured without CHIR99021, *) 
and to each other (#). * and #: p < 0.05, ** and ##: p < 0.01, *** and 
###: p  < 0.001, by unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t test. (C) Bright-
field images showed the morphology of the differentiating cells from 
day 0 to day 16. Scale bar: 200  μm. (D) qPCR revealed increased 
expression of SGEPs specific markers during differentiation. Data are 
presented as means ± S.D., and were normalized to GAPDH in three 
independent experiments. The results are reported as the fold change 
compared to H1 ES (*) and to each other (#). * and #: p < 0.05, ** 
and ##: p < 0.01, *** and ###: p < 0.001, by unpaired, two-tailed Stu-
dent’s t test. N.S.: not significant

◂
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regulation of lipid metabolic process and organ regeneration 
(Fig. 6B-C, gray panels). These results were similar to the 
enriched GO annotation for neonatal SMGs [28]. There were 
two clusters that corresponded to genes specifically enriched 
in fetal (Fig. 6B, green panels) or adult SMGs (Fig. 6B, violet 
panels), respectively. Significant GO terms for genes uniquely 
expressed in human adult SMGs were associated with regu-
lation of lipid metabolic process, sodium ion transport and 
protein transport ((Fig. 6C, violet panels)). These biological 
processes are essential for maintaining the secretion func-
tion of SMGs, indicating the SGEPs were progenitors and 
maintained in a less undifferentiation state. Genes enriched 
in human fetal SMGs were related to regulation of nervous 
system development, demonstrating the lacking of multiple 
system interaction during SGEP differentiation (Fig. 6C, green 
panels). A heatmap of key salivary gland genes revealed that 
the hPSCs derived SGEPs expressed multiple fetal SMG pro-
genitor markers, including SOX9, KRT19, and SPRY2, but 
not mature SMGs such as CHRM1/3, AMY1A, and AQP5 
(Fig. 6D), which is consistent with qPCR results (Fig. S6). 
Notably, RNA-seq data also revealed that α-SMA (ACTA2) 
and CD24 were expressed by both SGEPs and human fetal 
SMGs (Fig. 6D). These results confirmed that the hPSCs 
derived SGEPs had a similar gene expression signature to 
human fetal SMGs.

Discussion

In this study, we established an efficient protocol for dif-
ferentiation of hPSCs into SGEPs based on the signaling 
involved in SMG development. The protocol was tested in 
three hPSC cell lines including two hESC and one hiPSC 
cell lines, and all of them can reproducibly give rise to 
SGEPs. hPSCs derived SGEPs expressed salivary progeni-
tor markers, including SOX9, KRT5, and KRT19, as well as 
CD24 and α-SMA, which are characteristics of cell popu-
lations contribute to glandular regeneration. Moreover, the 
transcriptome analysis revealed that the SGEPs had gene 
expression profiles similar to human fetal SMGs.

We previously reported a protocol to induce the differen-
tiation of OE from hPSCs [19]. In that protocol, EBs were 
generated and transferred to tissue-culture plates in a ratio 
of 1:1 to allow adherent cultures. However, seeding the EBs 
at high starting density inhibited the cell growth, especially 
under long-term differentiation, which was unsuitable for 
hPSCs derived SGEP generation. Therefore, in the present 
study we first optimized OE induction by diluting the seeding 
density to 1:3. We found that BMP4 treatment at 1 pM was 
insufficient to induce OE under this experimental condition, 
possibly due to reduced cell-cell communication. Higher 
BMP4 concentration efficiently facilitated OE differentiation 
from hPSCs, and subsequent experiments confirmed that the 

improved protocol for OE generation ensured the efficient 
specification of SGEPs. However, too high concentrations of 
BMP4 will result in non-specific differentiation [19].

We then developed the protocol for SGEP derivation by 
mimicking the activity of RA and Wnt signaling. RA treat-
ment increased the level of SOX9 in SGEP differentiation, 
as observed in mouse models [15, 16]. Moreover, KRT5 
and KRT19 were also up-regulated, both are considered as 
important cell populations for duct formation during SMG 
development [21], which suggests that RA may contrib-
ute to the biological process of SMG duct differentiation. 
Wnt signaling controls the timing of SMG development by 
maintaining the initial-bud progenitors in an undifferentiated 
state [17]. To recapitulate this process during in vitro SGEP 
specification, we used CHIR99021 to activate Wnt activity. 
The q-PCR analysis revealed that the expression of multi-
ple progenitor markers was maintained or increased from 
day 12 to day 16. Therefore, together these results provided 
evidence that step-wise treatment of RA and CHIR99021 
facilitated the SGEP differentiation from hPSCs.

The hPSCs derived SGEPs expressed high transcript and 
protein levels of SOX9, KRT5, and KRT19, progenitors dur-
ing SG development. Previous studies have demonstrated 
that the entire SMG epithelium, including acinar and ducts, 
is derived from SOX9 positive progenitors, which are also 
present in the intercalated and striated ducts of adult mouse 
SMGs [13]. Lineage tracing assay revealed that the progeny 
of KRT5 positive epithelial progenitors was widespread in 
the SMG ductal and acinar compartments [24]. A trajec-
tory inference analysis for single-cell RNA-seq of mouse 
embryonic, postnatal, and adult SMGs reveals that all other 
postnatal cell populations were derived from KRT19 posi-
tive duct cells, suggesting that KRT19 positive cells are a 
progenitor population in mouse fetal SMGs [20]. Moreover, 
KRT5-positive cells are progenitors of KRT19-positive cells 
and differentiate in such a manner. The basal KRT5-positive 
progenitor cells differentiate to the developing lumen, both 
positive for KRT5 and KRT19. As development proceeds, 
these progenitors lose the expression of KRT5. We also 
found SGEPs coexpressed KRT5 and KRT19 on day12 and 
day16 (Figs. 2E and 4B and S3C), as observed in mouse 
developing ducts. These results demonstrated that the com-
bination of RA and CHIR99021 promoted the differentia-
tion of KRT5 positive progenitors into developing ducts. We 
also found α-SMA and CD24 positive SGEPs during dif-
ferentiation. A previous study isolated CD24 positive cells 
from mouse SMGs and demonstrated that these cells hold 
the potential to restore saliva secretion of injured SMGs. 
Moreover, α-SMA positive cells de-differentiate to progeni-
tors in a bipotent state and re-differentiate into both AQP5 
positive acini and KIT positive intercalated ducts after a 
severe injury [26]. CD24 and α-SMA were also observed in 
fetal mouse SMGs, suggesting they could be considered as 
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progenitors which maintain during adulthood. Overall, these 
findings confirmed that the hPSCs derived SGEPs mimic 
the characteristics of mouse SMG progenitors in embryonic 
stages. Additionally, these markers were expressed in at least 
three hPSC cell line derived SGEPs, including two hESC 
cell lines H1 and H9, and a hiPSCs cell line, hNF-C1. These 
results verify the robustness of our protocol, and its potential 
applications in future research.

Studies on human SG development are still lacking, 
and it remains unknown whether these progenitor mark-
ers above are also present in human fetal SMGs and the 
similarities between hPSCs derived SGEPs and human 

fetal SMGs. We did not obtain human fetal SMGs due 
to the complex ethical issues, but published RNA-seq 
datasets are available for these tissues [27]. The RNA-
seq results revealed that SGEPs were similar to human 
fetal SMGs. Genes highly expressed in SGEPs and human 
fetal SMGs were associated with salivary organogenesis, 
as observed in fetal SMGs [28]. Moreover, significant GO 
terms for genes enriched in both SGEPs and mature SMGs 
were similar to those for neonatal SMGs, suggesting that 
the SGEPs had a tendency to differentiate to mature SG 
cells. Both hPSCs derived SGEPs and human fetal SMGs 
expressed a high level of SMG progenitor markers, as well 

Fig. 4  H1 ES derived SGEPs expressed SMG progenitor markers. 
(A-D) Immunofluorescence staining revealed that human ESCs (H1 
ES) derived SGEPs expressed multiple markers: SOX9 (A), KRT19, 
KRT5 (B), CD24 (C) and α-SMA (D) on day 16 of differentiation. 
Scale bars: 100 μm (A-B), 50 μm (C) and 200 μm (D). SGEPs: sali-

vary gland epithelial progenitors. (E) Epithelium in E12.5 and E16.5 
mouse SMGs expressed SOX9. Mouse embryonic SMGs (E16.5) 
expressed KRT5, KRT19, CD24 and α-SMA. Scale bars: 50 μm and 
100 μm (E16.5). SMG: submandibular gland
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Fig. 5  Derivation of SGEPs from human iPSCs and H9 human ES 
cell lines. (A) SGEPs were generated from hiPSCs and H9 human 
ES cell lines following our protocol; (B) qPCR revealed increased 
expression of SG specific markers during differentiation of hiPSCs 
into SGEPs. Data are presented as the fold change compared with 
the mean ± S.D., and were normalized to GAPDH in three independ-
ent experiments. The results are reported as the fold change com-

pared to hiPSCs (*) and to each other (#). * and #: p < 0.05, ** and 
##: p  < 0.01, *** and ###: p  < 0.001, by unpaired, two-tailed Stu-
dent’s t test. N.S.: not significant. (C-H) Immunofluorescence stain-
ing showed that hiPSCs (C-E) and H9 ES (F-H) derived SGEPs 
expressed SMG progenitor markers: KRT5, KRT19 (C, F), SOX9 
(D, G), α-SMA (E, H). Scale bars: 100  μm and 50  μm (magnified 
images, marked by white boxes)
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as CD24 and α-SMA, consistent with the mouse counter-
parts. However, the hPSCs derived SGEPs are negative 
for markers involved in SG secretory function and also in 
a less undifferentiation state. Further studies should focus 
on investigating maturation factors during in vitro dif-
ferentiation. In addition, our study demonstrated that the 

activity of these markers, and the RA and Wnt signaling 
were conserved between mice and humans. More impor-
tantly, we confirmed the characteristics of hPSCs derived 
SGEPs by comparing both mouse and human fetal SMGs, 
which provided convincing evidence for the remarkable 
applications in human research.

Fig. 6  hPSCs derived SGEPs had gene expression profile similar 
to human fetal SMGs. (A) A heatmap revealed the hPSCs derived 
SGEPs are negative for markers specific to other tissues, including 
skin, endoderm, neural ectoderm, thyroid, prostate, pancreas, lung, 
breast and adrenal gland. Min: minimum, Max: Maximum. (B) A 
hierarchical cluster analysis of differentially expressed genes between 
SGEPs, human fetal SMGs (h fSMG) and human adult SMGs (h 

aSMG). FDR (False Discovery Rate) < 0.01 FC (Fold Change) ≥ 2. 
(C) Significant Gene Ontology (GO) terms (biological processes) 
terms for differentially expressed genes represent in (B). p: p value 
<0.05. (D) A heatmap revealed expression profiles of key genes 
related to human SMG development and maturation. SMG: subman-
dibular gland
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In conclusion, sequential RA and CHIR99021 treatment 
efficiently promoted SGEP differentiation. hPSCs derived 
SGEPs had similar characteristics and transcriptome profiles 
to both mouse and human fetal SMGs. Therefore, this study 
described for the first time an efficient and robust approach 
to generating SGEPs from hPSCs, which provided the foun-
dation for generating functional hPSCs derived salivary 
gland acinar cells and three-dimensional organoids.
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